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Introduction:  The Advanced Pointing Imaging 
Camera (APIC, see Fig. 1) concept is envisioned as an 
integrated system, with optical bench and flight-proven 
components, designed for deep-space planetary mis-
sions.  The APIC concept’s unique capabilities include: 
• 2 degree-of-freedom (DOF) control capability,  al-

lowing rapid and flexible image acquisition, and 
image motion compensation 

• Innovative periscope design capable of simultane-
ously acquiring images of target and star field for 
precise image pointing knowledge. 

APIC is a part of NASA’s New Frontier’s Homesteader 
Program. By the end of CY2016, all of APIC’s compo-
nents will achieve TRL 5-6, making APIC, as a whole, 
to be TRL 5. More specifically, these tasks would retire: 
• Almost all radiation-related issues (including the 

Jovian system enviroronment). TRL-5 
• Field-test proven 2-DOF actuation. TRL-6. 
• Thermally stable optical-bench structure (Carbon-

fiber-composite) with arc-second stability in rad-
hard environment. TRL-6. 

Size, mass, and various parameters of interested can be 
found in Table 1. 
 

Science and Engineering Enabled by APIC:  
APIC’s 2-DOF actuation would allow effective and ef-
ficient science/mission operations by providing rapid 
and flexible imaging capability (e.g., substantial reduc-
tion in mission duration and much less constraints on 
spacecraft operational geometry). APIC’s internal im-
age-motion compensation (IMC) using the internal gim-
bal and attitude knowledge dramatically reduces the op-
erational cost of IMC for any mission, and increase fast 
flyby mission imaging resolution. 

APIC’s unique periscope design with high-resolu-
tion narrow-angle-camera (NAC), and an optional wide-
angle-camera (WAC), would provide important unique 
science return via the ability to simultaneously take the 
images of target body and star field, allowing high-res-
olution surface imaging with extremely precise pointing 
knowledge. Such imaging data with precise pointing in-
formation can accurately measure the tidal deformation 
and/or libration/precession of the target body, and 
thereby reveal target body’s interior structure. Further-
more, APIC can provide stereo reconstruction of target 
topography and control network that would provide 
very accurate determination of the target-relative posi-
tion of the spacecraft. 

APIC’s combined functionalities would offer a pow-
erful optical navigation capability, that would signifi-
cantly enhance spacecraft orbit reconstruction and pre-
diction accuracy, and thus, reducing operational cost. 
Also, APIC can serve as an ideal platform for autono-
mous navigation. Internal star-finding/tracking can pro-
vide backup attitude information for the host spacecraft. 
 

Figure 1: Cut-away view of the Advanced Pointing 
Imaging Camera (APIC) Instrument concept, which 
will far advance the planetary imaging state of the art. 

 

Table 1: Capabilities and characteristics of the APIC 
concept. 
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